
Fieldend News  
Thanks to everyone who attended the AGM, we’ll be moving ahead with the 
items discussed over the next year, including the charging for electric 
vehicles. In the meantime, may we ask residents to take precautions to secure 
their garages, either by blocking the doors with their cars or fitting extra 
security. Garage theft tends to be opportunistic rather than targeted, and 
thieves are less likely to come back if there are fewer rich pickings. 
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Thanks 
Thanks to Ray and 
Shaun for fixing the 
trellis on the 
perimeter road, and 
to everyone who 
has helped keep 
our spirits up by 
decorating Fieldend 
with fairy lights. 

Diary Dates 
Plagues permitting, 
the Fieldend 
Summer Party will 
take place on 10th 
July, and we will 
hopefully be having 
another 
performance from 
Luca’s band on 
22nd May. 

Welcome 
Welcome to 
Fieldend to Dan 
and Barbara (45), 
Carolyn and Derek 
(3) and David and 
Janette (14WP). 

GARDEN TIDY DAY 
Please join in the tidy 
day on Saturday 27th 
March from 10am. The 
triangle has been 
cleared but we now 
need to cut back the 
shrubs by the garages. 
The play area needs 
some TLC - the play 

equipment could do 
with a clean, if anyone 
can bring a pressure 
washer? The climbing 
frame needs a repaint 
and some repair. Finally 
the grass is more mud 
than grass and could 
with reseeding. Please 
come along and help. 

DOLOR SIT AMET 

PAINTING 
Mark Tullet will be 

returning to Fieldend 
from March 22nd to 

continue the repaint in 
a Covid-safe manner.



Goodbye Joyce 
Fieldend recently said our sad farewells to Joyce Jacques. The moving tributes from her family at 
Joyce’s funeral included her love of Fieldend and the support and friendship it had given to her and 
her family. She especially loved bonfire night, the concerts and, of course, her daily perambulation 
around the estate - always smart and wearing her lippy. Joyce and David bought Fieldend’s initial 
show home, making her an original Fieldender who will be fondly remembered and very much 
missed. We send our best wishes and condolences to her family. 
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FRAL DIRECTORS 
To contact FRAL: fralbusiness@outlook.com  

Chair  

Sarah Dietz (8) sarahdietzuk@gmail.com  

Secretary  

Shaun Betteridge (19) 

shaun.betteridge@travelport.com  

Treasurer  

Colin Hatton-Smith (6) chs@blueyonder.com  

Gardens Director  

Sally Stones (27) fieldendtrees@gmail.com  

Maintenance Director  

Theo Williams (44) theo.williams1@gmail.com  

Minutes Secretary  

Elizabeth Blunt (48) elizabethblunt@hotmail.com  

Newsletter  

Jamie Ewbank (11) fralnewsletter@gmail.co.uk  

Fieldend website: www.fieldend.com 
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